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Allegro energico (d=84)
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SOPRANO II

ALTO

All things journey:

All things journey:

All things journey: sun and moon. Morn-ing, noon, and after-noon,
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roam and ever roam Is the Zin-ca-li's loved home.

The hill-side breaks By the
Earth is good.

Then we
Earth is good.
run till we are mad, Like the horses, And we
run till we are mad, Like the horses, And we
Then we run till we are mad, till we are mad, Like the

cry, None shall catch us, none shall catch us, none shall
cry, None shall catch us, none shall catch us, none shall
horses, None shall catch us! We

catch us! Swift winds wing us, we are free!
catch us! Swift winds wing us, we are free!

Zinca-li!
pine branch split, Call the fire out, see it flit,

Falls the snow:

Call the fire out, see it flit, Through the

dry leaves rue, Spread and giow,
and make a sun in the dark tent:

con ō.

Warm as co-nies! warm as co-nies!
Strong fire loves us, we are

warm! we are warm! Who the Zin-ca-li shall harm? Who the Zin-ca-li shall harm? Who the Zin-ca-li shall harm?

Zin-ca-li shall harm?

Zin-ca-li shall harm?

Zin-ca-li shall harm?

ff poco animato
Tempo I°

Onward journey: fires are spent; Sun-ward, sun-ward! lift the tent,

Tempo I°

Onward journey:

Onward journey: Onward journey:

Onward journey:

Run before the rain,
Through the pass, along the plain, Hurry,
Through the pass, along the plain, Hurry,
Through the pass, along the plain, Hurry,

hurry, Lift us, wind! Like the horses,
hurry, Lift us, wind! Like the horses,
hurry, Lift us, wind! Like the horses,

like the horses. For to roam and ever
like the horses. For to roam and ever
like the horses. For to roam and ever
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